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The organizing committee is delighted to invite AIJA members to Poland for the 2018 Half-Year Conference.

Warsaw is packed with a unique mix of gleaming modern high-risers, Baroque palaces, socialist-realist architecture, some of Central Europe’s finest urban parks, and reminders of the rich Jewish heritage. It is also a magnet for business, from large multi-national corporations to start-ups who inject the city with their energy and creativity.

This vibrant setting demands an equally engaging scientific programme, so the conference will be divided into two seminars: “Corporate governance – current trends and development” (organized with the Corporate and M&A Commission), and “Happy ever after! In-house counsels’ and law firms’ perspective on how to successfully develop client-attorney relationship” (prepared with the Skills, Career, Innovation, Leadership and Learning Commission – SCILL).

Both the social and scientific programmes will provide plenty of excellent networking opportunities.
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